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00:44:29        Rhinnie Scott:  Concerns:  keeping students engaged and teachers actively planning and using 
tech tools to engage students.
00:44:39        Scott Warren:   https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

00:44:41        michael collette:       Hi Mike Collette from Rhode Island
00:44:55        Jennifer Romanelli:     Yorktown, VA
00:45:28        Michael Purucker:       Concern: juggling hybrid learning in real time (half students in room, 
half students at home
00:46:05        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.sreb.org/technology-centers
00:46:07        Michael Purucker:       Concern: transition from paper grading and curriculum tracking to 
Microsoft Teams
00:46:15        Sue Lever:      I agree with Michael...how to juggle hybrid learning
00:46:41        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.sreb.org/cte-teacher-preparation
00:47:46        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.sreb.org/advanced-career-0
00:48:51        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Here is our action agenda for today's webinar: 
https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda
00:50:31        Mollie Johnson: Mollie transition to technology lack of internet connections and equipment
00:50:50        Nai Wang:       Concern: Culinary, not allowing students to cook at home or use a Knife.
00:51:07        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Yes, they are! CTE teachers rock.
00:51:25        Craig Defendorf:        YES!!
00:53:00        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: If you are just joining us, here is our action agenda for today's 
webinar: https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda
00:53:14        Rod Staats:     Will you be providing resources and tools that can be used to come up with 
online content and to engage students without hands on?
00:53:31        Nai Wang:       If you make the video smaller, it will stream better to us viewers.  
00:53:51        Scott Warren:   https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda
  THis is our action agenda that has links to all materials and resources.
00:53:51        Nai Wang:       Just a tip for presenting videos.
00:55:07        Scott Warren:   https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

00:56:34        Angela Huffman: You may want everyone to mute video.  There is a little lagging. 
00:57:34        Tina Tenorio:   improvise and lots of impromptu and the aha moment
00:59:38        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Our action agenda includes a link to the slides for this presentation, by 
the way: https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

01:00:10        Sue Lever:      I use this clip when I introduce the design process and what Engineering can 
be in my intro class! :)
01:00:36        Nai Wang:       The lag is due to a limitation on the upstream for the presenter.  Upstreams 
are usually 10% that of downstream.  Shutting off video faces won't change much.
01:00:37        SREB - Kathleen McNally:        @Sue.... Yes!! Great idea!
01:02:58        Mollie Johnson: Mollie will this ppt be available to download?
01:03:19        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: The PPT is part of the action agenda - you can download it to your 
computer or save to your Google drive. https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

01:06:31        val dickerson:  EdPuzzle is super easy to use. IT's free and already has many, many videos 
with built in questions already done.  I have used it with my teaching.
01:07:58        Angela Garrett: If you use Canvas LMS, you can do this same thing using Studio
01:08:05        Rebecca Murphy: Any specific advantages of EdPuzzle over PlayPosit?
01:09:00        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Our hands-on full-length workshops (including the very popular CTE): 
https://www.sreb.org/fall_virtual_workshops
01:09:05        Edwin Frank:    Never heard of it. Thank you for sharing sounds like a great tool!
01:09:21        Scott Warren:   PlayPosit is very similar.  Edpuzzle seems to be very teacher intuitive.  

01:09:34        Kathryn Alderdice:      I hope you show the video!  I'm in Auto Services at Questar III
01:10:03        ismat shari:    My district bought a district license of Edpuzzle.  Great tool.  Many videos to use 
in addition to manipulating your own video as well.
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01:10:05        Shelia Jones:   Edpuzzle amazing .
01:10:07        Scott Warren:   https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

01:11:00        ismat shari:    What version are you using if you don't mind as I don't have CC
01:12:05        Craig Defendorf:        If you use Office 365, you cannot do recordings on Power Point. It must 
be the desktop version
01:12:25        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: at SREB we are using Microsoft 365
01:12:43        Jean Potter:    Virtual Field Trips - OPSRC has partnered with Nepris. Here is the link to the 
Nepris site page (https://www.nepris.com/home/v4) and to our partnership home page 
(https://futurelinkok.nepris.com/home/v4) It is unfortunately not free but there might be some community 
partnerships you could work with and there is a free trial to check it out.
01:12:47        ismat shari:    thank you
01:12:58        Craig Defendorf:        Downloaded it works, not online version. sorry
01:12:59        Danny Ramirez:  Phet (https://phet.colorado.edu/)  Interactive Simulations for Science and 
Math
01:13:46        ismat shari:    Danny … it says: The requested page could not be found
01:14:02        ismat shari:    found it
01:14:02        Linda Wirt:     Yes Teach with Blendspace
01:14:09        Melissa Fulmore:        Students can use Flipgrid to do oral presentations
01:14:10        Mollie Johnson: Phet is awesome easy to use and applicable to Middle School students
01:14:19        Curtis Claycomb:        Is there something comparable to Voice over in Google slides?
01:14:21        Nai Wang:       I use Read Aloud, an extension that is the best FREE TTS engine which helps 
Audio learners or those who have a difficult time reading like myself.
01:14:22        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/browse
01:14:24        Michael Bresk:  Free lessons on NASA.gov  STEM lessons for all grades.
01:14:32        Edwin Frank:    PHET link is good.. take the ) off the end
01:14:36        Craig Defendorf:        I have made a few Powerpoints that have recordings, done with the 
desktop version
01:14:44        Rhinnie Scott:  Breakout rooms are great!!!
01:14:51        Shannon Gormley:        can you change the language with the close captions?
01:14:52        Nai Wang:       To web browsers. 
01:14:53        Linda Wirt:     Screencastify
01:14:59        Bob Tatum:      For safety topics, OSHA has various online training that is well made and 
intuitive to use. Students earn an official OSHA safety certificate.
01:15:05        Rachael Harper: snap and read is a google chrome extension that lets the kiddos translate the 
text to their native language to help with comprehension
01:15:07        Catherine Vannatter:    PearDeck is a great extension to Google apps, like Slides.
01:15:07        Mollie Johnson: Science Buddies and TeachEngineering wonderful adaptable lessons with 
videos embedded
01:15:12        Shannon Gormley:        yes, thank you
01:15:30        Linda Wirt:     Careersafe online has virtual safety classes with certifications
01:15:30        Rachael Harper: the newest version powerpoint also has a translate for captions in the 
presentation mode
01:15:45        LaShndra Johnson:       I use loom to make videos for my classes
01:15:48        Rhinnie Scott:  GoGuardian
01:15:49        Susan Jerrett:  ServSafe has free videos for Culinary students
01:16:28        Betty Montgomery:       Many of my teachers use https://www.screencastify.com/education
01:16:35        Edwin Frank:    Does anyone have any resources for heavy equipment operation?
01:17:05        Rod Staats:     How about resources for Machining?
01:17:20        Craig Defendorf:        Edwin, I have seen safety from CAT, not sure if they have operation
01:17:40        Edwin Frank:    Thank you Craig
01:18:19        Craig Defendorf:        Edwin, on you tube is where safety is
01:18:46        James Brownlow: There are great videoclips in the How Its Made series.  You have to search 
through for machining and heavy equipment segments, but there are many there.
01:19:09        Rebecca   Sweredoski:   commonlit.org or  newela.com are great for articles or literature
01:20:06        James Brownlow: Megafactories, National Geographic, and Stuff Matters are also good 
sources of clips.
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01:20:07        Sue Lever:      www.ditchbook.com has some great suggestions and templates to do 
interactive slides.
01:20:15        Nai Wang:       Culinary Teachers are creating free lessons using Bitmoji and sharing them on 
Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/572779539993911/

01:20:23        Craig Defendorf:        Schoology has fill blank
01:20:35        Shannon Gormley:        I’ve always wanted to do a blog, if anyone has ever done one, I’d love 
to hear what they used
01:21:08        Jean Potter:    They could go more low tech, draw a sketch and then take a picture on their 
phone to turn in.
01:22:33        Nai Wang:       I hate reading too!  Today I still use TTS to help me comprehend and retain
01:23:24        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: if you are just joining us, our action agenda with links to the things 
we're discussing is here: https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

01:24:19        Mollie Johnson: Reverse classroom wonderful to save time VR & AR resources through local 
PBS stations knowitall.org  and Let's Go! (3D Interactive) 
01:24:45        Lila Williams:  Good Afternoon, Everyone.
01:24:46        SREB-Linda Floyd:       I wanted to address the question about heavy equipment operation. 
You might consider reaching out to the equipment companies and ask them for training materials. Many 
companies are working with education to provide materials especially during COVID.
01:24:54        Mary Boyce:     Bonus - GIST is an AVID strategy
01:25:50        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://tinyurl.com/GISTProcedure
https://tinyurl.com/GistWorksheet
01:26:14        Scott Warren:   You can have students work in teams in breakout rooms and use google slides 
for them to share their GIST.
01:27:09        Bethany MacLeod:        procedure link does not allow access
01:27:18        Jacob Scott:    You need access for the first link
01:33:25        Bethany MacLeod:        Ditchthattextbook.com is good, free resources
01:35:20        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/browse
01:35:39        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: if you are just joining us, our action agenda with links to the things 
we're discussing is here: https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda
01:38:25        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.sreb.org/cte-resources
01:38:40        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: also, a plug for our friends at ACTE: 
https://www.acteonline.org/professional-development/high-quality-cte-tools/
01:38:50        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: we would love to add your suggestions to this resource
01:39:15        Angela Huffman: Thank you! Great Resources!
01:41:24        Eric Bockelie:  I'm on your website...do you have anything for fire science or criminal justice?
01:42:30        Peg Enslen:     Close Reading
01:42:40        Craig Defendorf:        For safety, SP/2.org, ToolingU
01:42:48        PATRICE ALLEN:  What would you have for Middle School FACS students
01:43:04        Mollie Johnson: getepic.com for upper elementary huge library with resource videos, books 
read aloud , and leveled reading resources are above to MS and HS levels
01:43:25        SREB - Shelly Flygare:  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18XKkeAZrQ7X5WkWVC97frjPRdjoOkLnk?usp=sharing
01:43:28        Debbie Anderson:        https://www.wisc-online.com/search?
searchType=1&q=criminal+justice
01:43:40        Andrew McCarthy:        for anybody who doesn't know, Onshape.com does free CAD that 
does parts, assemblies, drawings, and basic CAM
01:43:41        Tina Tenorio:   i use Frayer Model
01:43:43        SREB - Shelly Flygare:  Below is a link to CTE Math Resources that are organized by career 
area
01:43:50        PATRICE ALLEN:  Thank you 
01:44:09        Edwin Frank:    Does anyone have experience with instructing students with IEP's online? I 
have a fair number in my program and want to ensure they get the attention they need.
01:44:36        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Our friend Nai Wang, participating in this session, has culinary-related 
resources http://www.kpcurriculum.com/covid19
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01:44:40        Tina Tenorio:   definition/sentence/nlr example/nlr non example 
01:44:42        Andrew McCarthy:        Vention.com is a company that makes manufacturing machines. they 
have am extensive browser-based CAD for making manufacturing products
01:44:53        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: a little plug for you, Nai. :)
01:45:35        Nai Wang:       LOL, thanks for the plug.  I'm know a little about culinary and distance 
learning!  LOL
01:45:54        Jean Potter:    Microsoft Immersive Reader
01:46:48        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Our scaffolding and virtual instruction free webinars had some 
suggestions for help with IEPs, Edwin. Give me a moment and I will share those video links
01:46:49        Edwin Frank:    Thank you
01:46:52        James Brownlow: For fire safety and driving safety, I work with the local fire department to 
host a day where students get information on home fire safety plans and they participate in a PASS 
certification where they put out fires with ABC fire extinguishers under close supervision of the fire 
department.  Our state highway patrol has simulators and several other resources for distracted driving 
training.
01:47:00        James Egenrieder:       Students demonstrating skills and understandings authentically in 
online environments: Presentations, Presentations, Presentations (phone videos, podcasts, explaining 
simulations or models, teaching others, Google Slides, Canvas Portfolium).
01:47:21        Rod Staats:     link for vention was incorrect, it is actually vention.io
01:47:21        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Scaffolding: https://sreb-
org.zoom.us/rec/share/9MpbEJ_OyGdOcIny43z2dowsIIfJX6a8gSAc-vBexUZpvCCKuwh4zg4VgvieZ3CC
01:47:23        Nai Wang:       Here's a video I made showing you using Read Aloud and G Translate you can 
have text read to you in Spanish etc.  https://youtu.be/3REfvdVuu8U
01:47:40        James Brownlow: My favorite way of teaching academic content face-to-face or online is to 
engage in integrations with math, science, history, or other teachers.  I also like to have my students teach 
what they know to younger children.  We host a Hands-On Science at the Zoo under the gazebo of our city 
zoo.
01:48:14        Craig Defendorf:        trtue
01:48:31        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Virtual Success: : https://sreb-
org.zoom.us/rec/share/688uNujo7H1LaNbmy0TDR5wxQJ_6eaa8hiMZ8_YOykpSqeIE4jrsX4gA98HVI4us
01:49:23        Jean Potter:    Google’s Applied Digital Skills
01:49:40        Jack Council:   Wallace Community College has criminal justice classes
01:50:19        Tina Tenorio:   i use bloom taxonomy and multiple intelligence survey test
01:52:36        Tina Tenorio:   for my middle school and college student and reflect on highest to lowest 
strength
01:53:27        Curtis Claycomb:        They actually have 6S now which includes safety. You can Google it for 
information on it.
01:56:52        James Brownlow: The profile sheet I shared is an example of one that we do in class.  
Students complete True Colors, Communications Styles, Multiple Intelligences, Meyers-Briggs Type 
Inventory, and Learning Styles documents and make a Bitmoji.  I put all of it together to make individual 
profile sheets for each student.
01:57:01        Tina Tenorio:   I did that with students applicant and teachers as employee
01:57:16        Tina Tenorio:   employer
01:57:49        Rebecca   Sweredoski:   O*Net  interest  profiler (htttp://www.mynextmove.org/explore/ip) 
01:58:25        Tina Tenorio:   and peer interview with a partner play the role as interview and interviewer
02:00:45        Tina Tenorio:   did this activity resume and interview with 6th grade student in 2015 and now 
they are young adults with jobs or career 
02:01:46        Keri Pilgrim:   Do you have ideas for intro career exploration activities. I used to have students 
guess the medical specialty in a first day mixer/activity. I’m struggling with how to make it fun on the first 
day virtually.
02:02:15        Nai Wang:       I love Trello!
02:02:24        Peg Enslen:     I love Trello!
02:02:25        Scott Warren:   Classkick allows you to virtually walk down the row looking at student work.  
02:03:45        Regine: Keri Nepris has a free component for career exploration for students. For a fee you 
could use Nepris to schedule industry chats, or use their video library or live chats
02:04:12        Rebecca   Sweredoski:   Keri, O*Net provides students a way to explore careers and  find 
what may fit them! I provided the address above.
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02:04:26        Tina Tenorio:   I did use hr staff to interview my college students
02:04:31        Nai Wang:       Wear PANTS
02:04:56        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: @Keri, in our last webinar (SEL) our presenters shared some free 
tools: https://www.rsworks.org/career-aptitude-tests.html
02:04:57        Craig Defendorf:        SP/2 also has employability skills, interview, etc
02:05:30        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.careeronestop.org/Toolkit/Careers/interest-
assessment.aspx
02:05:32        Rhinnie Scott:  Use Kuder for career planning and researching skills, education and etc.
02:05:42        SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-and-
Assessment/CTAE/counselor/Pages/career-interest.aspx
02:05:51        Craig Defendorf:        In the past I used actual hiring managers from dealerships
02:06:08        Naomi Chamblee: Google Applied Digital Skills has some easy lessons
02:06:23 Rebecca Murphy: Use Flipgrid for students to record mock interview responses, or practice 
interviews with industry partners over Zoom calls.
02:06:25 Regine: I always thought employability skills should be a school district wide approach. Show 
up on time, be ready to work and currently what is the protocol to be present online
02:06:41 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: The SEL Webinar Action Agenda includes some good resources on 
self-discovery: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y2yMwUAZI1k7gdaZRE-0yIUCJxS5xR9h/edit#
02:06:44 Rhinnie Scott: Local chamber of commerce - Workforce 
02:06:50 Keri Pilgrim: I have students discuss and identify employability and professionalism skills in 
discussion on the first week. We pick some CORE skills as a class to focus on and embed them in our norms. 
They show up in each of our group work activities/break out rooms as roles and expectations. Students get 
participation points or lose them based on demonstration..
02:08:03 Barbie Grey: That quote was in my fortune cookie today...
02:08:18 Niurka Coy-Bush: tryout  virtual breakrooms
02:08:25 Jean Potter: Power of the tool is to reuse it so it becomes habit - not a one time and move on
02:08:30 Colette Reamer: simulation labs
02:08:38 Scott Warren: THink about five basic engagement tools within almost any of the web-
conferencing tools:  Chat, Polls, Annotating, Breakout Rooms and Screen-sharing.  Start with those and then 
build.
02:08:39 Jodie J: I would like to practice with the PHET interactive activities
02:08:40 Jack Council: used web sites I got today
02:08:41 Rebecca   Sweredoski: I am going to implement EdPuzzle, I found a video for Careers available 
for ECE! 
02:08:42 Antoinette Daye: I will use the virtual fieldtrips and voice over powerpoint
02:08:43 Keri Pilgrim: I’m going to use virtual tours of industry facilities instead of live field trips.
02:08:44 Kathryn Alderdice: 5S or 6S  
02:08:44 jeff centoni: Going to dig into Google Digital Skills
02:08:51 Kim McFarland: Kahoot
02:08:55 Zina Allen: simulated labs
02:08:58 Peg Enslen: Thank you for today's presentation! I would like to use EdPuzzle as it seems to 
have many applications.
02:08:59 Dr. Sarah Moland: 5s or 6s organization
02:09:04 Mary Boyce: I will call our education and business alliance to ask them to provide zoom 
session speakers
02:09:04 Kristy Hopkins: I love the student profile sheet using a bitmoji and their results from tests/ 
inventories that James Brownlow shared! 
02:09:05 Andrew McCarthy: EdPuzzle will definitely make my presentation of PowerPoints much better. 
I've also got to look into 5S/6S
02:09:06 Angela Huffman: 5S
02:09:07 Barbie Grey: very true!! thank you 
02:09:07 Keri Pilgrim: 5S/6S seems cools too
02:09:09 Danny Ramirez: Going to look into Edpuzzle. 
02:09:26 Tina Tenorio: edpuzzle and 5s
02:09:30 Zina Allen: 5S/6S
02:09:33 Chad Rider: Using EdPuzzle integrated with Google Classroom. Nice.
02:09:37 Mollie Johnson: Education is not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a fire. Yeats Focus 
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technology resources to your situation and take small steps to break down larger concepts
02:09:38 Susan Jerrett: students teaching students, 2nd year creating powerpoint to teach new 
incoming students about kitchen equipment
02:09:39 Robert Ross: SO MANY resources....need to go to my sandbox with them!
02:09:48 Kristy Hopkins: I love the student profile sheet idea that James Brownlow shared- thank you! 
02:09:52 Jack Council: Can you send everyone all the web sites Email 
02:09:53 Debbie Schneider: Can't wait to share  resources with my sites (a few at a time):)
02:09:55 Rebecca Murphy: I'm curious to dig into EdPuzzle and see what it can do, and excited to paly 
with ClassKick more.
02:10:03 Scott Warren: Another digital tool that students would really like are Digital Breakouts.  There 
are sample CTE ones in Google.  Digital Breakouts are virtual breakout rooms.
02:10:10 Lisa Hartley: I signed up for Edpuzzle. I also like the virtual field trip on the SRBE web site.
02:10:28 Naomi Chamblee: Wisc-online and the PHET
02:10:28 Rhinnie Scott: Trello and Gist
02:10:41 Robert Ross: Thanks for the Churchill quote.....My new mantra!
02:10:51 Kathryn Alderdice: How does Edpuzzle connect with Google Classroom?
02:11:08 SREB - Ivy Alford: Dyson has a website to support STEM
02:11:08 Lenora Hogan: Allow students to create scenarios (true or false) to drop in a box and use one 
each day as a problem solving bell ringer. 
02:11:23 Keri Pilgrim: @Kathryn You embed or insert a link in your google slides
02:11:36 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: when we send out the Zoom recording of this session, you will be 
able to download the chat!
02:11:38 Chad Rider: There is a page on EdPuzzle's page that talks about integrating with Google 
Classroom.  
02:12:05 Sarinda Woodson: Near Pod
02:12:48 Catherine Vannatter: The curation on the SREB site is a great go-to!
02:12:56 Shelia Jones: I have a free Nearpod license. I love it!!!!
02:13:00 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.sreb.org/fall_virtual_workshops#CTE
02:13:06 Chad Rider: https://support.edpuzzle.com/hc/en-us/articles/360007745411-Using-Edpuzzle-
With-Google-Classroom
02:13:37 Scott Warren: The workshop series will be much more about you working than us presenting.  
You will get to learn, try and develop lessons.  
02:13:39 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: There is still time and space to sign up. 
02:13:44 Curtis Claycomb: Does anyone have information on Skills USA working with Career Safe to provide 
free training?
02:15:27 val dickerson: https://www.skillsusa.org/programs/careersafe-online-safety-training/
02:15:51 Robert Ross: Thanks!  As a new CTE Consultant this is both overwhelming and motivating!  
Like the Apollo 13 message....square peg...round hole. We got this! 
02:16:09 SREB - Cindy Martin: Thank you, ladies! It was great!
02:16:41 Jack Council: Thank you Ladies for all your learning support and encouragement
02:16:43 Debbie Schneider: So much good information!  Thanks so much.
02:16:48 Jean Potter: Thank you for all the ideas.
02:16:57 Lenora Hogan: Thank you!
02:17:21 Debbie Anderson: You all have been a wonderful group!  Thank you for being with us today. 
:)
02:17:27 Regine: Great thank you!! This was a very valuable session
02:17:33 Peg Enslen: I would love to do this type of presentation and sharing of ideas once a month. 
Thanks!
02:17:55 Kim McFarland: Thank you
02:17:55 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://tinyurl.com/CTEActionAgenda

02:18:00 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: :)
02:18:11 Beth Droughton: Thank you.
02:18:12 Nai Wang: Interactive sessions are the BEST!!!
02:18:31 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FreeWorkshopSeries direct link
02:18:34 Betty Bolden: Thank you!!
02:18:36 Betty Palmer: https://cpw.state.co.us/aboutus/Pages/Education.aspx  Colorado Parks and 
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Wildlife                                      USDA Forest Service    https://www.fs.usda.gov/learn/kids/videos
02:19:00 kenisha shelton: Thank you!
02:19:05 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Have a virtual Kentucky Derby party. :)
02:19:38 Teri Lawler: Thank you!
02:19:45 Kathryn Alderdice: Great conversations - thank you.  
02:19:55 Tara grant: Thank you!!! Great information!
02:19:59 Tina Tenorio: thank you
02:20:04 Tara grant: Have a great school year!
02:20:29 Patricia Clark: Thank you. Well done.
02:20:35 Danny Ramirez: Thank you everyone for your words and texts of wisdom!
02:20:36 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Thank you all for the fantastic participation and generous resource-
sharing!
02:20:39 Colette Reamer: thanks a gazillion for an upbeat and informative session
02:20:41 Robert Ross: Be well all!
02:20:55 Susan Jerrett: thank you1
02:20:56 Rhinnie Scott: Thank you.
02:21:07 Edwin Frank: I would like to know the panels ideas about teaching machine operation 
remotely. 
02:21:11 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: we will send the video link and resources very soon
02:21:17 Michele Spencer: Very informative and resourceful session. Thank you!
02:21:20 Zina Allen: thanks so much!
02:22:13 Jacob Scott: Great Session! 
02:22:14 Nai Wang: I host twice a month meeting for Culinary Teachers where we discuss challenges and 
strategies.  In the latest one yesterday teachers have been told no cooking or cutting.  This totally prevents 
them from skills development till they get back into F2F, which for many looks like it won’t be till January.  
This is just awful!  
02:22:35 Nai Wang: There is no solution to this!
02:22:37 Mollie Johnson: Awesome! Thank you for all resources from presenter and attendees.
02:23:10 Edwin Frank: Nai - I share your pain.
02:23:32 Niurka Coy-Bush: Thank you
02:23:35 Jennie Noonkester: Thank you
02:23:41 Nai Wang: So far it's mostly California but also some others.
02:23:46 Maureen Baldaccini: Thank you
02:24:12 Rhinnie Scott: Have a great evening.  I have to leave the Q & A.
02:25:20 Scott Warren: Thanks.  If you do not have any questions, feel free to leave.  We know you 
have had a long day.  Have a great holiday weekend.
02:26:46 SREB-Linda Floyd: Thanks to everyone for sitting in on our session today! We hope to see you 
at our CTE National sessions!
02:28:09 Robert Ross: Brain is full.....Gotta go...Hoping this conversation will also be in the recording 
that you all send out.  Be well my friends!
02:28:20 Keri Pilgrim (She/Her): I have a related question about internships. We used to offer 
Performance Based Assessments for our CTE Health Services Pathway, they’ve since been replaced with 
certs…but our program cannot currently offer medical certs due to staffing AND COVID. Students used to get 
internships at the end of the pathway and now can’t so I’m scrambling to come up with an authentic end of 
term assessment. Not to mention we’ll likely get slammed for funding without PBA
02:28:23 Nai Wang: YES!
02:28:25 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: Yes it will, Robert - we are still recording. And will send you the link
02:28:32 Edwin Frank: Thank you for your input.
02:28:47 Nai Wang: At home!  sorry I didn't specify
02:29:10 Nai Wang: Teachers are putting together care pacakges
02:29:33 Nai Wang: But no Protein is allowed.  Using plant based instead
02:29:33 Keri Pilgrim (She/Her): Send home clay and plastic cutlery maybe in kits for culinary? Not 
the same but we’ve done something similar with med
02:30:00 Nai Wang: Plastic knives were shared in the last session.
02:30:09 Nai Wang: can't cut themselves.  
02:30:12 PATRICE ALLEN: In my district, we are not allowed to send food supplies out to our students, 
even if we have the funding. 
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02:31:13 Nai Wang: https://www.amazon.com/StarPack-Nylon-Kitchen-Knife-Piece/dp/B0162AI724
02:31:54 Nai Wang: @patrice, it's different all over the country.  Some say yes, other say maybe, and 
many say no
02:34:12 Nai Wang: @patrice if you want to join the next culinary teacher meeting, sign up here 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScZuugHtxGapTAmbSUQ8D3sEmYluxFg8iPKEdCrITi8jRSKAg/vie
wform
02:35:13 Nai Wang: I think I posted the wrong link https://forms.gle/xSbBqFYJHzvctAhu8
02:38:52 Curtis Claycomb: Thanks to the SREB staff for facilitating this opportunity.
02:41:01 SREB - Jean Massey: See if you can work with your State Department to set up PLC's for 
leachers in like areas to work on common virtual units.  If the state has an LMS like Canvas this can be a 
great area to work through
02:41:21 SREB-Linda Floyd: Scott.Warren@sreb.org
02:41:55 Nai Wang: COVID has poked many holes in education
02:42:13 SREB - Kirsten Sundell: thank you ALL!
02:42:14 Naomi Chamblee: Thank you!!
02:42:22 Nai Wang: Thank you!  
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